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ABSTRACT
Lim, H.Y., Min, D.-J., Shin, C.-S., Yang, D.-W., Cha, y. andSuh,1.H.,2002. presrackdeprh
migration using straight ray technique (sRT).
"/oarnal of seismic Exploration, rl:2j1.-2g1.
Kirchhoff prestackdepth migration requiresan elaboratebook-keepingeffort and a massive
IO processto construct Kirchhoff hyperbolas.In order to avoid the complexity of the programming
code and the massive IO process, we propose a straight ray technique (SRT) for traveltimi
calculationsin Kirchhoff migration. Since all the rays are straight in. polar coordinatesfor the 2D
velocity model,or in sphericalcoordinatesfor the 3D velocity model, traveltimescan be simply
computed along a straight ray for a given source-receiverconfiguration,without suffering from
shadow zones and caustics, and used directly for building Kirchhoff hyperbolas. In this way, we
clrcumvent the substantial IO process required for reading traveltimes on a disk and save
computationalstorage.Numerical examplesdemonstratethat SRT computestraveltimesintermediate
betweenfirst-arrival traveltimesand the most energeticarrival traveltimes,resultingin better images
than the first arrival traveltimes for the 2D IFP Marmousi data. With the implementationof SRT
for 2D Kirchhoff migration, we successfullyextend our SRT to 3D Kirchhoff misration for the
SECiEAGE salr dome data.
KEY WORDS: straight ray technique, Kirchhoff prestackdepth migration, rraveltime calcularion,
Kirchhoff hyperbola, polar coordinate, spherical coordinate.
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INTRODUCTION
Kirchhoff prestack depth migration needs a single traveltime and
amplitude from a source to a depth point in the subsurfaceas an asymptotic
Green's function of the wave equation.For calculatingthe traveltimesneeded
in seismicimagingand velocity analysis,ray-basedmethodsand finite-difference
eikonal equationsolvers have been widely used.
Ray-basedmethods (Cassell, 1982; ierveny et al., 1977; Um and
Thurber, 1987) accurately compute traveltimes for multiple arrivals, but
sometimes suffer from large shadow zones and interpolation problems.
Finite-differenceeikonal solvers,which avoid theseproblem, have proven to be
unconditionallystable(Vidale, 1988; Qin et al., 1990; van Trier and Symes,
1991; Podvin and Lecomte, l99l; Popovici, 1991a, i991b; Cao and
Greenhalgh,1994; Schneider,1995; Sethianand Popovici, 1999). However,
finite-differenceeikonal solversonly computethe first-arrival traveltimes,which
often miss the most energeticwave event.
Geoltrainet al. (1993) and Nichols (1996)assertedthat the most energetic
arrival traveltimes provide higher fidelity images than the first-arrival
traveltimes.Although thereare severalmethodsof calculatingthe most energetic
arrival traveltimes using either ray-basedmethods (e.9., the Gaussianbeam
method;Hill, 1990) or wave equationsolutions(Nichols, 1996), unfortunately
it is difficult and expensiveto computethe most energeticarrival traveltimes.
In Kirchhoff prestack depth migration, we often store the computed
traveltimesand field dataon disk, and then read them from the disk to construct
Kirchhoff hyperbola. As a result, the complexity of Kirchhoff prestackdepth
migration algorithm is mainly dependentupon how to load the computed
traveltimesstored on disk into computermemory and how to minimize the iO
processof reading traveltimes.
In this paper, we propose a SRT that does not require the writing of
traveltimeson a disk and loading them into computer memory for Kirchhoff
migration. SRT has been used in prestacktime migration, even though it is not
supportedtheoretically.We begin by supportingthe theoreticalbasisof SRT and
then give numerical examplesfor the IFP Marmousi and 3D SEG/EAGE salt
dome models.
STRAIGHT
RAYTECHNIQUE
ANDTHEVELOCITY
MODELTRANSFORM
To provide a theoretical base for SRT, we design SRT in polar and
sphericalcoordinatesfor 2D and 3D, respectively.Although we only describe
2D SRT in polar coordinates, extension of our algorithm to 3D SRT is
straightforward.
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For our SRT, we first define a polar coordinatesystemhaving an origin
at a sourcepoint as shownin Fig.1. We alsoassumethat within a cell of Fig.1,
slownessis constantalong an arc, but varies linearly in a radial direction. In the
coordinate system, we note that all the rays are shot in radial directions and that
all the raypaths are straight even though material properties changeas the rays
propagatein radial directions. As a result, we can easily computetraveltimes
on straightrays from a sourceto a depth in the subsurface.In the SRT, we can
also calculate amplitude simply by applying a transmission coefficient
relationshipbetweena layeredcake model and geometricalspreading.
Sincevelocity modelsare given in the Cartesiancoordinate,the next step
performedin SRT is to transforma velocity model in Cartesiancoordinateinto
a velocity model inpolar coordinates.For the transform of the velocity model,
we use interpolationalgorithms,suchas the bilinear and bi-cubic algorithms.In
Fig. 2, we display an original fourJayer velocity model in Cartesiancoordinate
and three angular velocity models transformedinto the polar coordinateswith
different polar cell divisions. Fig. 2 showsthat the coarsecell division greatly
distortsthe velocity model, and as the grid spacingapproacheszero (Ar - 0 and
A0 * 0), the transformedvelocity model approachesthe original model. From
these results, we note that errors in traveltimescomputedusing SRT mainly
come from differencesbetweenthe original in the Cartesiancoordinateand the
transformedvelocity model in polar coordinates.
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Fig. l. A polar coordinatefor SRT.
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Fig. 2. Comparisonof model discretizationerrors for a four-layeredmodel where velocitiesare
i500, 2000, 2500 and 3000 m/s, respectively:(a) originalvelocity model in a Cartesiancoordinate,
(b) transformedvelocity model with Ar = 70 m and Ad = 10", (c) transformedvelocity model with
Ar = 7 m and Ad : 1', and (d) transformedvelocity model with Ar = 0.7 m and Ad : 0.1".
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COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

The simplicity of SRT will simpliff Kirchhoff migration algorithms.In
the caseof Kirchhoff migration using the ray-basedmethodor eikonalequation
solvers, we begin by computingtraveltimesand storing them on a disk. These
are usedto constructKirchhoff hyperbola.In this case,we notethat the massive
IO processrequiredresultsin congestionin a popularPC-basedclustermachine.
However, in our SRT we avoid massiveIO processby computingtraveltimes
and then using them directly in Kirchhoff migration algorithm.
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We quantitatively comparethe computationalstorageamount required for
the SRT with that required for the ray-basedmethod and the eikonal equation
solver. We computedthe storagerequiredfor a given model which is expressed
by NX x NZ grids. If we assumethat we use the field data obtainedfor NX
sourcesand NX receiverslocatedat the surface,then we need to store NX x
NX x NZ traveltimes and NX x NZ velocity model on the disk for each
source. On the other hand, for SRT, we only store NX x NZ velocities,
becausewe can computetraveltimes on-the-fly, use them in Kirchhoff migration
algorithm, and then discard them. In this way, we also reduce the computing
time related to the IO processin addition to computationalstoragerequirement.

NUMERICAL
EXAMPLES
The IFP Marmousi model
To ensure that the SRT gives a good migrated image for a complex
model, we applied our SRT algorithm to the Marmousi data set (Bourgeoiset
aI.,1991).In Fig. 3, we comparetraveltimescomputedby our methodwith both
the first-arrival traveltimes obtained from Vidale's (1988) algorithm and the
most energeticarrival timespicked from a wavefieldgeneratedby finite-element
wave equationmodeling.From Fig. 3, we notethat traveltimes(black solid line)
obtained from the SRT lie in the intermediate zone between the most energetic
arrival traveltimes(whitesolid line) and the first-arrival traveltimes(black dotted
line).
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Fig. 3. Traveltimescomputedby SRT (black solid line), first arrival traveltimesby Vidale's (1988)
algorithm (black dashedline) and the most energeticarrival traveltimespicked from the wavefields
by FEM modeling (white solid line) overlaid on a snapshotimage obtained by FEM modeling.
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Having producedthe traveltimesfor the Marmousi model, we proceedto
perform Kirchhoff migration for the Marmousi data set. Figs. 4a and 4b show
final migratedimagesobtainedby using the first-arrival traveltimesof Vidale's
(1988)algorithm and the intermediatetraveltimesof our SRT, respectively.By
comparingFig. 4b with Fig. 4a, we notethat our SRT producesa better-defined
imaseof the fault boundariesand the reservoirthan Vidale's (1988)traveltimes.
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Fig. 4. Migrated imagesproducedusing (a) first arrival traveltimesby Vidale's (1988) algorithm
and (b) traveltimesby SRT.
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The SEG/EAGE Salt dome model
We also apply SRT to the 3D SEG/EAGE salt dome model. The overall
modelsizeis L3.5 x 13.5 x 4.2Wn, and the grid interval20 m. Fig. 5a shows
: 7220
traveltime contours computedby SRT overlied on an inline section at x
km, and Fig. 5b showsa corfespondingmigrated image. We notethat the final,
migrated image obtainedusing our SRT has good agreementwith the original
model. Well-imagedlayer boundariesand fault lines are apparent.
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Fig, 5. (a) Traveltimecontoursgeneratedby SRT and (b) migratedimage atx:7440
3D SEG/EAEG salt dome model.
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Fig. 6. (a) Traveltime contours generatedby SRT and (b) migrated image at z :
3D SEG/EAEG salt dome model.
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However, most of the layer boundariesunder the salt body are not
on the section.Figs. 6a and 6b show traveltimecontours
distinguishable
overliedon a horizontalslice at a depthof 1240m and their migrationimage,
The horizontalslicecutsthe centralpart of the saltbody. Fig. 6b
respectively.
showsa very clear image of the complexsalt boundary.It took 4 hours to
migratethe full dataset with the traveltimesof the SRT using 64 CPUsoflBM
RS6000.
CONCLUSIONS

By describingSRT in polar coordinates,we presenta simple traveltime
calculationmethod. Since all the rays are stlaight in polar coordinates,our SRT
has neither a caustic problem nor the shadowzone for complex velocity models.
The fact that SRT directly computes traveltimes along straight lines from a
source to a receiver makes it possibleto avoid massive IO processes.As a
result, in the SRT migration algorithm, we reduce both the storage amount and
the computing time. Numerical examplesshow that our SRT yields intermediate
traveltimes between the first arrival traveltimes and the most energetic
traveltimes, and that the intermediate traveltimes give better images than the
first-arrival traveltimesby Vidale's (1988) algorithm. By applying SRT to the
3D SEG/EAGE salt dome model, we show that SRT can be successfully
extendedto 3D velocitv model.
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